
Standard Insurance Introduces New Individual Disability Product

Standard Insurance has recently introduced their new disability product,
Platinum Advantage.  The new disability product provides more plan
design flexibility by allowing advisors to unbundle certain features of
the contract.  Platinum Advantage includes strong core benefits to
protect your client's income and can also be tailored through the
enhancements to match your client's occupation, life state, and budget. 
All applications for the Protector Platinum (old product) need to be
submitted to Dixon Wells by January 31, 2017.  To learn more about the
Platinum Advantage product, please click here. 

Assurity - Acci-flex for Motorcycle Enthusiasts     

According to the National Highway Safety Traffic administration,
motorcyclists were 27 times more likely than passenger car occupants to
die in a crash per vehicle mile traveled, and almost five times more
likely to be injured. In 2015, there was an 8.3% increase in motorcycle
rider fatalities.  If you have clients that ride motorcycles, they are at
greater risk of death or disability.  Consider introducing your motorcycle
enthusiasts to the innovative Acci-Flex product.  This inexpensive quick
issue product can provide up to $250,000 of accidental death benefit
protection.  In addition, an accidental disability benefit rider can be
added providing up to $1,800 of monthly disability benefits for two (2)
years (90 day elimination period).  With only one medical question
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concerning HIV and no medical exam, it is easy to apply for coverage. 
To learn more about Acci-flex, please click here.  

Taking Income From A Policy with Principal

What happens when your client decides it's time to take income from his
policy?  With Principal, the client completes a form one time to begin
receiving income.  The death benefit automatically goes from increasing
to level, distributions automatically switch from surrenders to loans
when appropriate, the income amount is automatically recalculated
annually to insure lasting until the original goal year, and over-loan
protection is automatically activated. This is true policy service and
there isn't another company doing it.  Call your local Dixon Wells office
today for more information.
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